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Klaus Ristanovic and Janet Duncan worked 
on their New Hamburg restaurant, Jake & 
Humphreys’ Bistro, more than 15 years.

PHotogRaPHy   MatHew McCaRtHy

By Nancy Silcox

Owning a restaurant is a dream for many 

foodies, but those in the business know that 

the food is only one small part of success. 

The rest is all about dedication and hard, 

hard work. Three restaurant owners share 

their stories about reinvention — and the 

hard work that came with it.

Jake & Humphreys’ Bistro,
New Hamburg
Owners: Klaus Ristanovic  
and Janet Duncan

For a restaurant that modestly describes its 

fare as “simple” and its ambience as “com-

fortable and low-key,” Jake & Humphreys’ 

Bistro in New Hamburg gets superlatives on 

both counts from its diners.   

Owners Klaus Ristanovic and Janet 

Duncan met in the mid-1990s while they 

were at the Waterlot Restaurant and Inn 

in New Hamburg — Ristanovic as a chef 

and Duncan as sous chef. Both dreamed of 

opening their own restaurant one day but 

were wary of going into deep debt to do so. 

When a house came up for sale on Peel 

Street, New Hamburg’s main artery, they 

spotted an opportunity — of sorts. 

“It was in rough shape,” says Rista-

novic. “The people had lived in it since 

the mid-1940s and hadn’t done a lot of 

modernizing.”  

But the couple had a plan. They would 

live in the home’s upstairs while they 

continued their full-time Waterlot jobs. 

As funds allowed, they’d pay down the 

mortgage, gut and renovate the bottom 

floor for the future restaurant. 

It was a plan that set their path for 

15 years. They did much of the work 

themselves, only calling in professionals 

when they were over their heads skills-

wise. Along the way, they ran into various 

roadblocks and hidden costs, including 

expensive electrical rewiring and plumbing 

renovations. 

Some of the bumps were humorous. Klaus 

recalls a message on their home answering 

machine from the township building 

inspector. The message accused the couple 

of “hiding” the number of people living in 

the house.

“When we’d filled out the forms the 

township needed, we had to list who was 

living in the house presently. Of course 

we listed Janet and myself,” Ristanovic 

says. “But our answering machine message 

indicated that the caller had reached the 

home of Klaus, Janet, Jake and Humphrey. 

We needed to reassure the very upset 

inspector that we weren’t lying. Jake and 

Humphrey were our cats!”  

Of course, Jake & Humphreys’ are more 

than cats. They are also the namesake for 

the bistro and as the renovations took 

shape, so did a vision for the future.

The Jake & Humphreys’ menu would 

be moderate in size, with six or seven 

dinner choices. “We didn’t want to spread 

ourselves thinly,” says Ristanovic. “It was 

more important to ensure that everything 

was cooked and presented to the highest 

quality.” 

Ambience must be small-town welcoming 

and warm. “We wanted to seat a maximum 

of 40 diners — small enough that we 

weren’t run off our feet and that the two of 

us could manage,” says Duncan. 

They started to collect equipment — 

ovens, freezers, refrigerators, fine dishes 

and high-quality cutlery. “We couldn’t 

afford to buy new equipment,” Duncan 

says, “so we kept our eyes and ears open for 

restaurants going out of business who were 

selling their used equipment.”  

One kitchen tool that didn’t join the Jake 

& Humphreys’ kitchen was a deep fryer. 

“Not a healthy choice,” she says. 

After 15 years of hard work and extra-long 

days, on Oct. 16, 2010, Jake & Humphreys’ 

opened for business — lunch and dinner 

from Tuesday to Saturday. Diners were 

mostly local at first, but before long guests 

were arriving from Kitchener, Waterloo, 

Stratford, Cambridge and beyond. 

Sticking to their original plan, Jake & 

Humphreys’ dinner menu offers six dishes 

— steak, braised short ribs, pork loin, 

chicken breast, grilled Atlantic salmon and 

a vegetarian dish. Various daily specials 

pop up with regularity, too, pleasing the 

regulars. 

Jake & Humphreys’ can prepare special 

dishes as well to accommodate allergies and 

food sensitivities.  

Vegetables receive the royal treatment. No 

soggy veggies here. “We serve a minimum 

of eight vegetables, sometime 10, but all 

cooked to perfection,” says Duncan. 

Those with a sweet tooth are fed delec-

tably, too. The most requested dessert is 

Aunt Mildred’s Rhubarb Crisp. This ruby 

red rhubarb is set off by a delightful light 

shortbread “crisp.” 

Christine Jovanovic manages the dining 

room. Ristanovic and Duncan share the 

cooking responsibilities, but they also make 

a point of leaving the kitchen to ask for 

diners’ comments. 

“It’s important to connect,” says Rista-

novic, “so if something is wrong, it can be 

fixed.” 

Success has come with the requisite 

16-hour days for the couple. Still “when  

you do pretty well everything, that’s to be 

expected,” says Duncan good-naturedly. 

Neither of them is complaining. >>
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Recipe for
change

three restaurant owners know  
what it’s like to dream big – and go for it
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Aunt Mildred’s Rhubarb Crisp
(Courtesy of Jake & Humphreys’)

Grease a nine-by-13-inch oven-ready 

pan. (The restaurant makes a batch of 

topping, which can keep in the refrigerator 

for a week. They then make the dessert in 

individual baking dishes as needed.)

Rhubarb layer:
Place enough chopped, fresh rhubarb in 

the dish so that bottom of dish can’t be seen.

Sprinkle just enough flour and brown 

sugar to coat. Set aside.

Topping layer:
1 cup (250 ml) soft butter
2 cups (500 ml) white sugar
1 cup (250 ml) rolled oats
1 cup (250 ml) all-purpose flour
Mix topping layer ingredients together well.

Cover rhubarb layer with topping layer.

Bake at 375 F until golden brown and 

fruit is bubbling. 

Serve warm with ice cream. Enjoy! 

271 West Restaurant
271 King St. W., Kitchener
Owners: Zeljko and Jadranka Loncar

With their mantra “fresh from scratch,” 

271 West Restaurant is carving out a niche 

in downtown Kitchener.

Owner Zeljko (or Zee as most call him) 

Loncar learned the restaurant business 

in his native Bosnia. “I was educated as a 

mechanical engineer, but I knew I needed 

to be with people more. Restaurant work 

gave me that.” 

As war seethed around them, Zee and his 

wife, Jadranka, joined thousands of others 

on an exodus from the former Yugoslavian 

states. 

They landed in Waterloo Region where a 

large number of Bosnians had also settled. 

Loncar soon found work in the restaurant 

business, starting in the kitchen.

“I had to learn English before I could work 

out front,” he explains. 

He laughs as he recalls one early foray as a 

server when he brought a diner chicken 

pastrami instead of caesar salad with 

chicken.

 But once he’d picked up the language, he 

shone. “I was, and still am, a great server,” 

he says, as he skilfully carries multiple 

dinner plates to patrons’ tables. 

Loncar had worked through the ranks to 

manager of Outback Steakhouse Restau-

rant in Kitchener, but the chain closed its 

Ontario outlets in 2009. 

He decided he had a choice: “It was either 

going back to being a server at age 46 or 

opening my own place.” 

With support from several backers, in 

June 2012 he opened 271 West restaurant 

in the former Cake Box location, on King 

Street not far from Kitchener City Hall.

Almost four months of work was needed to 

get the three floors of the premises in shape.

“And not just cosmetic improvements,” 

stresses Loncar.  “We needed to rewire all 

three floors, redo the floors, replace the 

bars, recover the chairs, update the light 

in addition to painting. All the kitchen 

equipment needed replacing, too.” 

Loncar, who calls himself “no handyman,” 

did all the “donkey work.” Hired profes-

sionals looked after the rest. 

271 West opened to customers on two 

floors. The restaurant’s main floor seats 42 

patrons with an upstairs meeting or party 

room available for groups. The lower floor 

holds the large cooling machines, as well as 

storage.

Loncar did some additional homework 

before opening. 

“Before I even set the menu, I did market 

research,” Loncar says. “I wanted to find 

out who ate in restaurants in downtown 

Kitchener, what they liked to eat and how 

much they were willing to spend for it.” 

The answers he uncovered were definitive 

— that the majority of diners were women; 

that they wanted fresh, healthy “Canadian” 

food; and they didn’t want their meal to 

cost them a fortune.

Food “right from scratch” became the de-

termining factor of the menu. That includes 

all bread products, including pizza crust 

and croutons that are prepared and baked 

in the restaurant kitchen. 

With Jadranka helping with the prep 

work in the kitchen when she isn’t greeting 

customers or running the till, the restaurant  

offers a wide range of fresh pasta dishes: 

fettuccine, spaghetti and the ever-popular 

gnocchi. And, of course, soup — flavourful, 

and chock-full of vegetables — is made 

fresh daily. 

A variety of salads are restaurant favou-

rites, too. 

“We use only the freshest and crispest of 

green, red, orange and yellow vegetables 

and fruit,” says Loncar. And, of course, the 

house salad dressings are made fresh, with 

quality oils and vinegars. 

Cost also figures into 271’s master plan. 

“People like a lunch to cost less than $15,” 

says Loncar. “When it gets above that, 

they’re not likely to come again soon.” 

Fresh, appealing food and diner-friendly 

cost aren’t the only keys to success in the 

volatile restaurant business, says Loncar. 

“You’ve got to treat your customers with 

respect, whether they’ve ordered only a cup 

of coffee or a full-course dinner.” 

Restaurant staff — right from the owner to 

the kitchen staff — need to show customers 

that they believe in the job they are doing 

and the service they are providing, says 

Loncar. “Customers can sense enthusiasm 

on the job. And if they feel that we don’t 

care, then they won’t either.” 

Loncar routinely visits customers’ tables to 

answer any questions they have or respond 

to any concerns. 

One of the popular 271 West traditions is 

their Monday and Tuesday “Donut Days” 

featuring treats made by Jadranka. Fresh from 

the oven, the doughnuts’ tantalizing aroma 

wafts out onto King Street, inviting people in 

to indulge with a cup of fresh coffee. 

“People will go out of their way to drop 

by for one of our doughnuts,” Loncar says, 

laughing. 

Running a small restaurant is not for lazy 

souls, he notes. He’s in by 8 a.m. and rarely 

returns home before 10 p.m. — longer 

when the patio is open in the summer 

season.  

No complaints heard from Loncar. Every 

day is a new day, with people to meet and 

show what fresh, healthy and tasty can 

mean. 

Gnocchi With Cambazolla  
Cream Sauce
(Courtesy of 271 West Restaurant)

Makes 2 servings

1½ cups (375 ml) 35-per-cent cream
1 cup (250 ml) sliced mushrooms
2 oz. (56 grams) julienne cut sundried 

tomatoes 
4 oz. (113 grams) cambazolla cheese
Salt and pepper to taste
12 oz. (340 grams) gnocchi pasta 

Directions:

Pour the cream into a large enough pan 

and bring to a rapid boil on high heat. 

Add the mushrooms and sundried 

tomatoes; continue boiling until the cream 

thickens, about three minutes.

Add the cambazolla cheese with salt and 

pepper. After two minutes the cheese will 

melt and the sauce will take on a reddish 

brown colour from the sundried tomatoes 

and mushrooms. This is how you will know 

it’s done.

Boil the gnocchi pasta for five minutes, 

drain and toss in the sauce mixture then 

serve.

Janet Lynn’s Bistro (JLB)
677 Belmont Ave. W., Kitchener 
Owner: Kevin Wong

Janet Lynn’s Bistro owner Kevin Wong had 

a big decision to make in 2010. He wanted 

to make major renovations to his popular 

restaurant on King Street in the Waterloo 

core. But he was also worried about the 

impact that the impending light rail transit 

would have on his business. 

Then, unexpectedly, Wong’s restaurant 

faced a 36-per-cent increase in rent. The 

financial news pushed him to make a hard 

decision.  

He briefly thought about closing the 

landmark dining spot that he and his wife, 

Janet Lynn Leslie, had opened in 1991 after 

six years in the then-trendy Market Village 

in Kitchener. Leslie died of cancer in 2004 

at age 47.

Giving up now wasn’t an option for long.

 “I felt if I closed that I’d be letting down 

our many patrons who had supported Janet 

Lynn’s for so many years,” Wong says. 

He also felt a deep responsibility to his 

staff, many of whom had been with him for 

20 years. “So all in all, it seemed like such a 

waste to close,” recalls a reflective Wong. Instead 

he’d look for a new location to carry on. 

When Heer’s Paint and Decorating store 

moved out of its location in Belmont Village 

— setting up a new store at Gage Avenue 

and Westmount Road in Kitchener — 

Wong found exactly what he was looking 

for. He closed Janet Lynn’s at the end of >> 

Zeljko and Jadranka Loncar’s restaurant, 
271 west, is named for its address in 
downtown Kitchener. the restaurant makes 
everything “from scratch” from the gnocchi 
to the bread to the sauces.
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>> 2011, reassuring his fearful patrons and 

staff that it was “adieu,” not goodbye. For the 

next 11 months Wong devoted his energies 

to the new Belmont Village incarnation — 

JLB (Janet Lynn’s Bistro).

The relocation gave Wong occasion to 

do some “tweaking.” Ambience was one 

factor he wanted to consider carefully. “I’ve 

always loved the feel of the old warehouse 

restaurants in New York City,” he says “and 

that was the atmosphere I wanted to create 

in the new Janet Lynn’s.” 

With Wong on-site each day over the next 

11 months, construction crews reinforced 

floors to accommodate the heavy restaurant 

equipment. They knocked out walls and 

ceilings and built new stairwells. Some unex-

pected treasures were found along the way. 

“We found these great wooden beams 

under the drywall ceiling,” says Wong, as 

he gestures skyward. “They were perfect for 

the high-ceilinged warehouse look I wanted 

to create.” A warm yellow reclaimed brick 

wall and modern light fixtures that seem to 

float in air complement the open feel. 

A major decision along the way was to 

have an open kitchen. “I lost sleep about 

that one,” Wong says, laughing.  But the 

experiment has been a successful one, both 

in terms of the chefs and the patrons. 

Wong recalls a couple arriving without 

a reservation when the restaurant was 

full. The only places available were at the 

counter in front of the kitchen. “They were 

hesitant at first, but decided to try it, and 

ended up being here for 1 1/2 hours.” 

Wong says that the couple not only enjoyed 

the food, but the kitchen “show” that was 

taking place while they ate.

The owner also wanted to capture a mood 

of “fun” to fit the new Janet Lynn’s Bistro 

décor. “We want our customers to come in, 

relax, laugh and take as long as they want 

over their meal,” sayts Wong. 

Complementing this philosophy, all JLB wait 

staff are decked out in sporty red sneakers 

with their white shirts and black pants.  

The relocation would also give Wong an 

occasion to reconsider Janet Lynn’s award-

winning menu. While time-honoured 

favourites like rack of lamb, beef tenderloin 

and lobster would remain, Wong also 

wanted to add some lower cost choices, too. 

“We wanted more dishes under $25,” he 

says.  He notes that even the restaurant’s 

faithful corporate customers occasionally 

prefer a Janet Lynn’s hamburger to a more 

“prestigious” dish.  

And what’s the verdict on the new Janet 

Lynn’s a few months into their “reinven-

tion?” Judging from the lack of empty seats 

for both lunch and dinner, it appears that 

it’s “thumbs-up.” 

Seating 60 patrons, Janet Lynn’s is open 

Kevin wong opened his third Janet Lynn’s  
restaurant last fall. this one, in Belmont  
Village, is called JLB, or Janet Lynn’s Bistro.

PHotogRaPHy   PeteR Lee

for suppers seven days a week. Lunch is not 

served on weekends. 

The success of his new “baby” comes at a 

personal sacrifice to Wong, age 60. In the 

early weeks after the launch, he worked 

seven days a week, admitting that his two 

house cats were sorely lacking his attention. 

He says he does rely on Nikki Weiler as 

a key part of the operation. Weiler, 26, 

has been part of the business for six years, 

starting as a server. Now she is responsible 

for the front of the restaurant.

Wong jokes that he is “an old dog in need 

of a puppy to teach him new tricks” — 

specifically attracting a younger clientele. 

Nikki is that “puppy.”

And what does he attribute as the secret 

to Janet Lynn’s success? “Consistently top 

quality food, with consistently excellent 

service,” he says. A happy, enthusiastic staff 

is also integral to surviving in what he calls 

“the difficult restaurant business.” 

“There are so many excellent restaurants 

in the Kitchener-Waterloo area,” Wong 

observes, “that if people don’t like what 

you’re presenting, they’ll easily go elsewhere.”

Wong knows that his restaurant has made 

an indelible impression when guests have 

come back three times. “Once and they like 

it; twice they think enough of it to come 

back. But if that third visit disappoints, they 

won’t be back.” 

There seems to be no issue of lack of 

customers at the new Janet Lynn’s Bistro 

on Belmont. “We have customers who 

have eaten with us every week since we’ve 

opened,” Wong reports. “I guess they like 

what they see.” 

Pecan Crusted Fresh Pickerel with 
Mayan Meyer Lemon Aioli
Courtesy of Janet Lynn’s Bistro

Makes 2 servings

1 lb. (0.45 kg) boneless fresh pickerel
1 teaspoon (5 ml) tamarin
1 teaspoon (5 ml) Dijon mustard
¾  cup (175 ml) panko
¼ cup (60 ml) pecans (crushed)   

In a small bowl, combine Dijon mustard 

and tamarin until smooth.

On a plate combine panko and crushed 

pecans.

Coat pickerel fillet with mustard mixture.

Dip coated pickerel into panko mixture.

 In a sauté pan, heat canola oil; when the 

oil is smoking hot, add the fish.

 Sear the fish on both sides, bake the fish 

for 8 minutes.  (Pre-heat oven to 350 F.)

Mayan Meyer Lemon Aioli
½  cup (125 ml) canola oil
1  large egg yolk
1 tablespoon (15 ml) Mayan Meyer  
   lemon juice
Zest of a Mayan Meyer lemon
Roasted garlic
Salt to taste

Using immersion blender, blend egg yolk, 

Mayan lemon juice and canola oil just until 

mixture thickens.

Add roasted garlic, lemon zest  and salt to 

taste. Serve with pickerel.  


